No question of compromise on nation’s unity and integrity; support to anti-national forces not acceptable

Cong, Communists, have Joined Hands to Defame NDA
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Nationalism seems to have become a pejorative term for the leaders of the Congress party and the Communists, who are trying to poison the minds of youngsters through manipulation and distortion of truth, through false propaganda that anybody critical of the BJP and NDA is branded as an ‘anti-national’.

For compounding these Communists and Congressmen are joined by pseudo-socialists, so-called intellectuals and left-wing propagandists, who ironically are railing at the supporters of the BJP and its allies as “imperialist” while they themselves seek to impose their blinkered view in a fascist style and in complete disregard of the tolerance which they want others to display. Nobody is against a civilised debate or dissent, but sinister designs of disinformation must be dealt with most sternly as the integrity and sovereignty of India are at stake.

After electoral drubbings at the hands of the BJP in the municipal and panchayat polls in Maharashtra and Delhi, the Congress and its allies are desperately trying to pollute the young minds, vitiate the atmosphere on university campuses and create social tensions.

All in the name of freedom of expression which was never curbed or circumscribed by the NDA government, unlike the Congress, which earned worldwide notoriety for imposing Emergency and bulldozing the fundamental rights of every citizen in the country in 1975.

Earlier, the Congress, Communists and their allies have used caste, religion and region to create divisions in the society. The latest false narrative relates to the freedom of expression. The claims on a Gehobilism scale are coming at a time when the BJP’s political opponents are stepping up their campaign to compare the PM with a donkey. Of course, this is the first time that they have indulged in such contemptible talk. In the past, they had called him “Mauli Ra Saujiyaar”, “Rohon ka dahi” and “psychopaths”.

It is apparent that the Congress, Communists and their allies are fomenting at the electoral threat faced by them following their defeat at the recent elections.

Unaware of the growing popularity of Prime Minister Modi and the BJP in a fair and square manner, they are targeting university campuses and the youth because the latter are overwhelmingly with Modi.

In the latest incident involving Ramjas College, the ABVP students protested against extending an invite to Omair Khan, who was involved in organising an event at JNU last year to observe the “quarter centenary” of Afzal Guru — the terrorist who plotted the Parliament attack. Incidentally, it is in the same JNU where slogans like “Bharat ke...”